ELASTIC DETECTOR

Benefits

- Risk reduction
- Cost reduction
- No impact on production
- Business Continuity
- Accurate detailed reporting

«SecludIT expertise, about both AWS and security good practices, and their technologies were a valuable help to meet the security challenge of our PaaS and establish a much stronger base for our efforts to securing the Wakanda platform »

Samir Salibi, Wakanda VP Marketing

**IMPROVE YOUR CYBERSECURITY AT A GLANCE**

Elastic Detector keeps your business secured. Elastic Detector is considered one of the most advanced solutions to secure IT infrastructures.

Elastic Detector outperforms existing solutions by shifting security audits to a new model: continuous and adaptive surveillance, which dramatically minimizes risks of cyber criminality damages while lowering operational and maintenance costs.

**MASTER YOUR CYBERSECURITY!**

Elastic Detector is agentless, alleviating security administrators daily duties: no need for costly and cumbersome deployments or maintenance operations.

Still Elastic Detector delivers on the promise of in-depth security analysis: it scrubs servers out thanks to its unique cloning feature, that makes diagnosis running into the server clone while the original production server is left untouched. Dormant servers (invisible from typical scanners) are captured and cloned by Elastic Detector so they can be analyzed and secured as well.
With its patented Elastic Detector product, SecludIT has been awarded many innovation and security 1st prizes, among which IBM SmartCamp France, INNO’START security, International Cybersecurity Forum and EuroCloud France.

Awards

Auto-discovery
Network and servers are automatically discovered
- Security perimeter adapted to changes
- No lengthy configuration
- No risk of manual errors

Auto-checks
Security tests are updated and launched automatically
- New servers immediately put under scrutiny
- No complex configuration
- No risk of omission

Agentless
No additional software deployed on servers
- No deployment costs and no maintenance costs
- No resource consumption
- No Trojan horse risk

Server cloning
False-positives reduced
- No impact on production
- Dormant servers included
- Less false-positives

Multi-stack
Cloud, virtual, physical and hybrid deployments
- Supports all IT
- Adaptive to your environment
- All in one solution

Reporting
Real time and detailed reports
- At a glance dashboard
- Configurable reports
- Reactivity and alerts
- Trend analysis

About SecludIT
SecludIT is a software company, founded by seasoned experts in data and network infrastructures security. Started in 2011 to answer security and vulnerability problems in virtual and Cloud infrastructures, the company has become an industry recognized player and has built partnerships with such companies as Amazon Web Services, HP, IBM, TAS, Ikoula, Outscale and VMware.

Founding member of the Cloud Security Alliance, SecludIT is recognized worldwide for its technology proven results. SecludIT provides security services and software to help securing infrastructures and data, Web and e-commerce sites.
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